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istillation is an essential separation technology for a
wide range of applications in the chemical process
industries (CPI). Of critical importance to the separation are the mass-transfer devices on distillation trays that
create intimate mixing of the liquid and vapor.
The most common types of mass-transfer devices for

valves. They are willing to accept the loss of some operational

guidance on selecting the appropriate valves for distillation
trays. The article also includes several examples that illus-

-

used in the early days of industrial distillation. These provide
a reference point against which to compare other designs.
(1)
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either the length of the valve legs that protrude through the
have fallen out of favor for general distillation use due to
their high cost.

valves can generally achieve a nominal turndown (i.e.
-

cations with widely varying vapor loads. If designed and
-

tray and limiting the tendency to weep.

-

moves vertically. The vertically directed vapor creates higher

complete activity on that tray.
One way to improve the turndown performance of
moving-valve trays is to install the valves in rows of alternate.g.

fouling resistance than small-hole sieve trays.

helps induce more intimate vapor-liquid contacting than is
-

lation in the chemical industry. Its chief advantage is that its
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for towers operating in severe environments that have a
e.g.

-

increase corrosion.

valves are equipped with dimples that prevent complete
good choices for towers that require an uplift rating to guard

de facto
ciency than valves.

-

duced into hot oil and the water rapidly expands as it trans-

-

• If trays with moving valves are operated at excessively

(or stamping) machines impart a tremendous amount of
force on a relatively small area of metal sheet to extrude the
actually stretched from its initial state.
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transfer and aids in preventing fouling material from settling

-

and lower-net-rise valves tend to have less entrainment.
-

which reduces liquid entrainment and thus increases tray

ing. This unique valve-tray design has excellent fouling
resistance and is far superior to moving valves and conven-

the incremental cost.

that sometimes occurs with traditional moving valves; in
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Operating range

run some units at minimum rates during periods of low

-

enhancements (e.g.
unique product inventory-management considerations

periods of time.

that removes the ethanol. The trays in this tower are fouled

proper design can push the turndown range higher). This
turndown on distillation tray hydraulic capacity is close to
the hydraulic turndown of other parts of the operating unit
(e.g.,
Severe fouling
-

foulant that will deposit on trays in crude distillation
(2).

of various mass-transfer devices.
-
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Sour-water strippers (3)
-

ers processed the same sour feed and suffered chronic foul-

sour water. The test results clearly demonstrated the improved

each year for maintenance. The parallel feed arrangement
of the two identical sour-water stripper towers presented
a unique opportunity to test the performance of new trays
under the same conditions as the existing sieve trays.
valve trays in one stripper at a location where the fouling

-

trays experienced severe fouling that limited run-length
-

and the trays had less open area than the sieve trays they

The company initially reverted to sieve trays throughout
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-

tion. Existing moving valves were replaced with high-

The tower was restarted and achieved a record run length of

was when the column had all sieve trays. The good results of
these runs convinced the company to install new enhanced-

operators inspected the column and found that the trays were

cant loss in production due to fouling in a recovery column.
same product purities were maintained. Energy savings were
during which plant capacity was cut in half.

trays in the active areas with high-performance extruded

to the recovery column) forced the plant to shut down. The

-

valves during the next downtime.
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dichloride (EDC) heavy-ends column to increase capacity
frequent shutdowns due to tray fouling.
The company used sieve trays for the EDC heavy-ends

correct distillation valve for new or revamped towers is
reserved for nonfouling services where high turndowns
-

were recommended for the tower revamp.
up and a test run was performed to evaluate the effectiveoffer superior fouling resistance and capacity (in moderate
to high liquid loads) compared to conventional extruded

capacity and the product met the target EDC purity of

in severe services.

ÝÛÐ

in one section of the tower was changed and the revamped
tower contained three fewer trays.

moving caged valves after the tower completed one run cycle.
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